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June 16, 2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rose Cade 
San Mateo County Department of Housing 
264 Harbor Blvd., Bldg. A 
Belmont, CA 94002 
 
 

Re: Initial Input for Draft Assessment of Fair Housing 
 
 
Dear Ms. Cade: 
 
 The ongoing Assessment of Fair Housing (“AFH”) finds San Mateo County at an 
important crossroads in terms of civil rights and equal opportunity.  While the local powerhouse 
economy has generated stunning job growth in recent years, including a large proportion of 
working class jobs, the pressures of a long-running housing crisis pose a serious threat to the 
ability of families with children, seniors, persons with disabilities, and Latino, Asian immigrant, 
and African American residents to remain in the community and benefit from the rising 
prosperity. In addition to pressures pushing residents out of the area, disparities in access to 
opportunity and housing needs persist across neighborhoods and communities within the county, 
carving an uneven playing field that fails to live up to our shared ideals.   
 
 As you know, the duty to affirmatively further fair housing, imposed by federal law as a 
condition of receiving funding from HUD, requires San Mateo County and other local 
governments and agencies to take meaningful actions to address these serious fair housing 
problems.1  We have already lost much of the African American population.  The AFH is an 
essential step towards compliance with that duty.   
 

In order to ensure that the AFH adequately addresses the pressing fair housing issues 
affecting residents of color, immigrants, families with children, seniors, and persons with 

                                                
 1 24 C.F.R. § 5.166 (requiring recipients of HUD funding to certify compliance with the duty to 
affirmatively further fair housing).  San Mateo County, South San Francisco, Daly City, Redwood City, San Mateo 
City, the Housing Authority of San Mateo County, and the Housing Authority of South San Francisco are all subject 
to the duty to affirmatively further fair housing. 
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disabilities in San Mateo County, we write to offer initial recommendations regarding topics 
which should receive robust attention in the AFH, including:  

 
• Displacement pressures in the rental market affecting members of protected classes, 

including those resulting from the absence of protections against rent increases and 
no-cause evictions; 

• Local and regional patterns of segregation and disparities in access to opportunity, 
including a consideration of the location of affordable housing; 

• Barriers or limitations experienced by protected classes with regard to access to jobs, 
high quality education, adequate transit services, a healthy environment, and high 
quality health care; 

• The particular housing challenges facing Section 8 voucher holders and residents of 
mobilehome parks in San Mateo County. 

 
 We also offer some key principles that should guide the assessment’s analytical approach 
to discussing fair housing issues, prioritizing contributing factors, and setting fair housing goals 
and corresponding metrics and milestones.   
 
 Our organizations welcome the important discussions regarding equal housing 
opportunity that the AFH process has helped to promote in San Mateo County, and we are 
confident that our continued dialogue will facilitate a meaningful assessment.  We hope that the 
AFH, as intended by federal law, will lay a strong foundation for expanding fair housing choice 
and access for San Mateo County workers and residents—including communities of color, 
immigrant populations, families with children, and persons with disabilities—in the years to 
come.   
 
 1.  Essential Topics to Include in the AFH 
 
 The undersigned organizations are actively involved in representing, organizing, and/or 
supporting members of protected classes in San Mateo County as they navigate challenges 
related to housing and access to opportunity.  Based on this experience, we believe that each of 
the following fair housing issues2 must receive careful and prominent attention in the AFH.    
 
 First, the AFH must analyze displacement pressures and other challenges facing renters 
in San Mateo County’s brutal rental housing market as urgent and high priority fair housing 
issues.  It is well documented that working class tenants, including many tenants of color and 
families with children, have been pushed out of their homes through mass evictions, harassment, 
and staggering rent increases in recent years.3  This displacement represents a direct loss of 
                                                
2  The AFFH rule defines a “fair housing issue” as “a condition in a program participant's geographic area of 
analysis that restricts fair housing choice or access to opportunity, and includes such conditions as ongoing local or 
regional segregation or lack of integration, racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty, significant disparities 
in access to opportunity, disproportionate housing needs, and evidence of discrimination or violations of civil rights 
law or regulations related to housing.” 24 C.F.R. § 5.152 (definition of “fair housing issue”).  
 3 Institute of Governmental Studies, University of California, Berkeley, Displacement in San Mateo 
County, California: Consequences for Housing, Neighborhoods, Quality of Life, and Health, Research Brief (May 
2017), available online at 
http://www.urbandisplacement.org/sites/default/files/images/impacts_of_displacement_in_san_mateo_county.pdf  
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housing choice, and contributes to deepening segregation and unequal access to opportunity as 
diverse families are forced to move to lower resourced and frequently segregated communities.4 
Moreover, the same pressures in the rental market that drive displacement contribute to—and 
increase the severity of—overcrowding, rent burden, poor livings conditions, and harassment 
experienced by tenants in protected classes.5  These dynamics should receive robust analysis and 
discussion in the AFH.   
 
 We also ask that the AFH consider the presence or absence of tenant protections, 
including rent stabilization, just cause, and anti-harassment provisions, when analyzing 
contributing factors related to segregation, access to opportunity, and disproportionate housing 
need in connection with the rental market. Such laws would protect tenants’ access to secure and 
stable housing in communities of opportunity, and would also mitigate some of the 
circumstances contributing to overcrowding, poor conditions, and cost burden.  Review of the 
current application and impact of laws that limit evictions and rent increases in East Palo Alto 
and in County mobilehome parks would be useful to this discussion.  
 
 Second, the AFH must analyze segregation and access to opportunity at both a local and 
a regional level, identifying barriers to affordable housing and comparing the location of 
affordable housing sites to opportunity indicators and patterns of racial or ethnic concentration.  
As then-Judge Breyer wrote in a case regarding the duty to affirmatively further fair housing, the 
affirmative duty “reflects the desire to have HUD use its grant programs to assist in ending 
discrimination and segregation, to the point where the supply of genuinely open housing 
increases.”6  Both a regional and a local lens are necessary to adequately analyze segregation in 
the AFH.  There is significant variation in the concentration of members of protected classes, 
together with income and markers of opportunity, within and between cities and unincorporated 
communities throughout San Mateo County.  The same analysis should be repeated at a regional 
level, comparing demographic and opportunity indicators for San Mateo County with 
neighboring counties as well as places that are recognized destinations for displaced households 
(e.g. Stanislaus County in the Central Valley).  In order to explore these patterns of segregation 
and disparities in access to opportunity, we recommend that the AFH make full use of the “local 
data” sets and maps addressing opportunity and segregation in the region, including those set out 
at the margin.7   

                                                
 4 Id. at 8 (“Households who were displaced [from rental homes in San Mateo County] currently live in 
neighborhoods with more affordable housing but access to fewer jobs, scoring over 10 points lower on the HUD Job 
Access index (on a 100-point scale) than the neighborhoods of households who were not displaced.”); see also id. at 
10-11 (discussing negative impacts on transportation access, job opportunities,  safety, access to healthcare services, 
and environmental quality); Kathleen Maclay, Many in San Mateo County priced, pushed out of affordable housing, 
Berkeley News (May 16, 2017), available online at http://news.berkeley.edu/2017/05/16/many-in-san-mateo-
county-found-priced-pushed-out-of-affordable-housing/ (“Thirty-three percent of [displaced] households left San 
Mateo County, generally moving to the Central Valley or eastern communities in the East Bay.”).   
 5 Id. at 2, 4-7, 12.  HUD AFFH Data and Mapping Tool, Table 9 (Demographics of Households with 
Disproportionate Housing Needs).  Overcrowding, rent burden, poor living conditions, and housing-related 
harassment disproportionately affecting members of protected classes are elements of “disproportionate housing 
need” as that term is used in the AFFH rule.  24 C.F.R. § 1.152 (defining “disproportionate housing need”). 
 6 NAACP v. Sec’y of Housing and Urban Development, 817 F.2d 149, 155 (1st Cir. 1987) (Breyer, J.).   
 7 See 24 C.F.R. § 1.52 (defining the term “local data”) and 24 C.F.R. §§ 1.154(c), (d)(2) (requiring use of 
local data in the AFH analysis).  Relevant sources of local data include, but are not limited to, U.C. Berkeley’s 
Urban Displacement project, available online at http://www.urbandisplacement.org/map/sf; U.C. Davis’ Regional 
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 As you work to identify the contributing factors to segregation and disparities in access to 
opportunity on both a local and regional level, we ask that you analyze zoning and planning 
barriers to affordable housing, multifamily housing, and accessible housing in each of the twenty 
one jurisdictions and include that analysis in the AFH.  Examining current and proposed policies 
on preservation of mobilehome parks as a source of affordable housing is also an appropriate 
component of the AFH. Furthermore, we ask that you assess the impact that public opposition 
has on the development of affordable housing in individual communities throughout the County. 
Additionally, as one important gauge on the scale of exclusion resulting from San Mateo 
County’s housing crisis, we also recommend that you refer to recent analyses of the “jobs-
housing fit” between working class jobs in the county and housing affordable to working class 
individuals.8   
 
 To understand how low-income members of protected classes who do live within the 
county are affected by this geography, the AFH should compare the location of existing 
affordable housing9 to the demographic profile and opportunity indicators of the neighborhoods 
and cities where the housing is located.  Additionally, the AFH should review the Housing 
Elements completed by each of the twenty-one jurisdictions in San Mateo County and compare 
the location of housing opportunity sites to patterns of racial or other concentration as well as 
markers of opportunity like transit access, the quality of educational opportunity, environmental 
quality, and other important opportunities.10   
 
 Third, the AFH must identify disparities experienced by protected class members in 
access to high quality transit, access to high quality public education, access to high quality 
health care, and access to clean environmental conditions.11  To accomplish this analysis, we 
ask that you reach out to officials at state, regional, and local agencies charged with 
administering transit, education, health and environmental protection programs and initiate a 
collaboration with them to review relevant data and compile information on strategies for 
reducing disparities connected with their programs that are experienced by members of protected 
classes.   In considering access to transit, for example, the AFH should examine the affordability 
of bus and train service in the county, the adequacy of transit routes to connect members of 
protected classes to important job centers like the San Francisco International Airport, and the 
frequency and quality of transit services that are used by members of protected classes.   
 

                                                                                                                                                       
Opportunity Index, available online at http://interact.regionalchange.ucdavis.edu/roi/about.html ; and the 
CalEnviroScreen, available online at https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-30.   
 8 Chris Benner & Alex Karner, Low-wage jobs-housing fit: identifying locations of affordable housing 
shortages, Urban Geography, (2016) available online at 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02723638.2015.1112565; Alex Karner & Chris Benner, Job growth, 
housing affordability, and commuting in the Bay Area, Prepared for the Bay Area Regional Prosperity Plan (2015), 
available online at http://www.planbayarea.org/sites/default/files/pdf/prosperity/research/Jobs-Housing_Report.pdf.  
 9 Existing affordable housing may include units that have some kind of explicit affordability criteria (such 
as subsidized units, or deed-restricted units), or “naturally occurring” affordable housing in the private market that, 
although not protected or secured by an affordability requirement, is currently occupied by low-income residents.   
 10 The Housing Elements may be accessed via this website: http://hcd.ca.gov/community-
development/housing-element/index.shtml .  
 11 24 C.F.R. § 5.154(d)(2)(iii). 
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  Fourth, the AFH must adequately incorporate fair housing analyses from the two 
participating housing authorities – the Housing Authority of the County of San Mateo (HACSM) 
and the South San Francisco Housing Authority. As the public housing agency plan conforming 
amendments to the AFFH regulation state, “All admission and occupancy policies for public 
housing and Section 8 tenant-based housing programs must comply with Fair Housing Act 
requirements and other civil rights laws and regulations and with a PHA’s plans to affirmatively 
further fair housing.”12 Accordingly, as part of the AFH process, we ask that that the two PHAs 
involved evaluate their relevant planning documents, policies, and practices – including, as 
applicable, those that appear in their Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy (public 
housing) and the Section 8 Administrative Plan (Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher program).  
 

Regarding the HACSM, we recommend that the AFH examine the following policies, 
practices, and circumstances that may impact fair housing choice and access to opportunity for 
individuals and families served by the housing authority: (1) source of income discrimination by 
housing providers on the private rental market;  (2) the effectiveness of any programs in place to 
increase landlord participation in the Housing Choice Voucher program; (3) the impact of time 
limitations on Section 8 voucher participants; (4) the impact on tenant rent burden of Housing 
Choice Voucher subsidy calculations based on the Tiered Subsidy Table; and (5) the geographic 
distribution of rental properties using Housing Choice Vouchers relative to high opportunity 
areas.  

 
For both housing authorities, we urge the County to ensure that there is robust tenant 

participation by participant and applicant individuals and families served by these PHAs.  
 
 2.  Qualitative Standards for the AFH Analysis 
  
 HUD’s regulation governing the AFH process recognizes that “[t]o develop a successful 
affirmatively furthering fair housing strategy, it is central to assess the elements and factors that 
cause, increase, contribute to, maintain, or perpetuate segregation, racially or ethnically 
concentrated areas of poverty, significant disparities in access to opportunity, and 
disproportionate housing needs.”13 The analysis prescribed for the AFH is designed to facilitate a 
thoughtful, principled report that addresses these issues in a way that can guide planning, policy 
and investment decisions.  
 
 To support this goal, we would like to make a few overarching comments about the 
approach the AFH should take, consistent with HUD regulations, to analyzing the important and 
sometimes politically thorny issues listed above. 
 
 First, the AFH should rely on grounded, factual analyses of fair housing issues and their 
contributing factors, avoiding the temptation to please key political stakeholders or seek a 
middle ground between conflicting positions.  Several of the issues discussed in the first part of 
this letter are politically thorny topics that have previously generated conflict.  In particular, we 
have noticed that opponents of rent stabilization and just cause protection for tenants have used 
arguments that at best distort basic information about these tenant protections, and at worst rely 
                                                
 12 24 C.F.R. § 903.15(d).  
 13 24 C.F.R. § 5.154.   
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on racially coded language designed to incite opposition to policies that would protect a racially 
diverse tenant population.  Of course, community opposition to policies that would increase 
housing opportunity for lower income households of color is nothing new—and it is decidedly 
not a valid basis for a local government averting its eyes from pressing fair housing issues in 
completing an AFH.14   
 
 Federal regulation imposes a responsibility on those drafting the AFH to examine issues 
like the ones discussed above in a factual, data-driven manner that is guided by a civil rights 
framework.  The AFH must analyze, without fear or favor, the contributing factors of 
disproportionate housing needs, dynamics of segregation, restriction of fair housing choice, and 
disparities in access to opportunity.  This clear-eyed, apolitical analysis must be targeted to 
informing policies and investments that will strengthen equal housing opportunity regardless of 
race, national origin, familial status, or disability status.  In order to fulfill this function, it is 
extremely important that the AFH not provide a platform for fearmongering or factually baseless 
criticisms of policy options.  With regard to tenant protections in particular, we encourage you to 
reach out to respected authorities who have an expertise in the legally permissible forms of rent 
stabilization and just cause limitations on eviction under California law. 
 
 Second, the AFH should assign high priority to pressures in the rental market and 
barriers to affordable housing as contributing factors that limit and/or deny fair housing choice. 
HUD regulations require that the AFH give highest priority to those contributing factors “that 
limit or deny fair housing choice or access to opportunity, or negatively impact fair housing or 
civil rights compliance.”15  Displacement resulting from unregulated rent increases and no cause 
evictions directly denies individuals the most natural housing choice, which is the choice to 
remain in their homes.16  Similarly, the inadequate supply of affordable housing throughout San 
Mateo County denies fair housing choice to many members of protected classes who cannot find 
housing they can afford within the County.   
  
 Third, the AFH should set meaningful fair housing goals with clear “metrics and 
milestones” that can be used to judge progress.17  The purpose of the AFH is to lay the 
groundwork for local governments and public housing authorities to take meaningful actions to 
achieve fair housing goals.  HUD regulations define meaningful actions as “significant actions 
that are designed and can be reasonably expected to achieve a material positive change that 
affirmatively furthers fair housing.”18  Thus, the fair housing goals set out in the AFH should be 
selected so as to (1) reflect the scale of the problem they address, (2) target those who are most 

                                                
 14 To the contrary, HUD’s Guidebook Tool regarding the duty to affirmatively further fair housing and 
HUD’s Local Government Assessment Tool identify “community opposition” or “the opposition of community 
members to proposed or existing housing developments” as a potential contributing factor.  Some of the undersigned 
organizations previously wrote to you to express the concern, among others, that political organized real estate 
interests were creating obstacles to fair housing goals by using unsavory tactics and racially coded appeals to oppose 
tenant protections like rent stabilization and just cause.  See May 24, 2017 letter re: Special Interests and Civil 
Rights in Housing (attached).  
 15 24 C.F.R. § 5.155(d)(4)(ii).  
 16 See 24 C.F.R. § 5.152 (defining fair housing choice to encompass, among other things “[a]ctual choice, 
which means the existence of realistic housing options”).   
 17 24 C.F.R. § 5.155(d)(4)(iii) 
 18 24 C.F.R. § 5.1.52 (emphasis added).   
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directly affected by the problem, (3) reflect a robust qualitative fit between the nature of the 
contributing factor and the goals for mitigating or preventing its adverse impact on protected 
classes.  Then, to ensure progress towards fair housing goals, the AFH should set out metrics and 
milestones for each goal that include specific actions or steps, timelines, and measureable 
outcomes.   
 

* * * 
  

Thank you for your attention to these comments. We ask that you incorporate these 
recommendations as you draft the AFH.  We look forward to reviewing and providing more 
detailed feedback regarding the draft AFH in the near future. 
 
 
 

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Anne Bellows 
Public Advocates 
 
Salimah Hankins 
Community Legal Services of East Palo 
Alto 
 
Doroteo García 
El Comité de Vecinos 
 
Thursday Roberts 
Fair Rents for Pacifica 
 
Dr. Jennifer Martinez 
Faith in Action 
 
Shirley Gibson 
Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County 
 
Nikki S. Victoria 
Organizing Committee 
Migrante-Northern San Mateo County 
 
Karyl Eldridge 
One San Mateo 
 
Ann Marquart 
Project Sentinel 
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Tony Samara 
Urban Habitat 
 
Tameeka Bennett 
Youth United for Community Action 

 
 
Enc./ 
 
Cc: Jen Garner, BBC Research & Consulting 
 Kenneth Cole, Director, San Mateo County Department of Housing 
 Jeff Jackson, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 














































